Intravenous anesthetic-induced calcium dysregulation and neurotoxic shift with age during development in primary cultured neurons.
Anesthetic-induced neurotoxicity in the developing brain is a concern. This neurotoxicity is closely related to anesthetic exposure time, dose, and developmental stages. Using calcium imaging and morphological examinations in vitro, we sought to determine whether intravenous anesthetic-induced direct neurotoxicity varies according to different stages of the days in vitro (DIV) of neurons in primary culture. Cortical neurons from E17 Wistar rats were prepared. On DIV 3, 7, and 13, cells were exposed to the intravenous anesthetics thiopental sodium (TPS), midazolam (MDZ), or propofol (PPF), to investigate direct neurotoxicity using morphological experiments. Furthermore, using calcium imaging, the anesthetic-induced intracellular calcium concentration ([Ca2+]i) elevation was monitored in cells on DIV 4, 8, and 13. All anesthetics elicited significant [Ca2+]i increases on DIV 4. While TPS (100 μM) and MDZ (10 μM) did not alter neuronal death, PPF (10 μM and 100 μM) decreased the survival ratio (SR) significantly. On DIV 8, TPS and MDZ did not elicit [Ca2+]i elevation or SR decrease, while PPF still induced [Ca2+]i elevation (both at 10 μM and 100 μM) and significant SR decrease at 100 μM (0.76 ± 0.03; P < 0.05), but not at 10 μM (0.91 ± 0.03). Such anesthetic-induced [Ca2+]i elevation and SR decrease were not observed on DIV 13-14 for any of the anesthetic drugs. Our study indicates that more caution may be exercised when using PPF compared to TPS or MDZ during development.